
Aduki Leaf Pin Tutorial by Jim Kelso

The information contained herein originally appeared on www.thecarvingpath.com forum.  This compilation 
is copyrighted by TheCarvingPath.com, and each separate posting and/or image is copyrighted by the original 
poster.  This information may be freely distributed for the purposes of learning these or similar techniques, but 
may not be sold or otherwise distributed for financial gain in any manner.  Many of the procedures or tech-
niques described herein are dangerous, employ toxic or otherwise hazardous substances, or may produce toxic 
or hazardous substances in the process of employment, such as dust or other evolved products.  This information 
is not intended for use by beginners or those uninformed about the proper use of the equipment, materials or 
substances described.  For heaven’s sake, do be sensible and safe when using these or similar techniques.  If you 
aren’t absolutely certain you are capable of using this information safely, then ask questions or seek help and 
guidance by those who are.

This is a project I outlined on the Knifemakers’ Forum, but some of you probably didn’t see it and it’s a 
way to get this section going.

Here is a photo of the finished piece in 22k gold, copper, shibuichi (85%copper/15% silver) and 
shakudo(96%copper/ 4%gold). The shakudo is on the far left and is black.



The finished piece measures 2.85” across. 

Here is a shot of the original pencil drawing, a mylar pattern and the 22K gold sheet sawn to shape. 
The gold was about 18gB&S (.40” or 1.02mm). I rolled it so it was a little thicker on the stem side 
to have more thickness to work with there. I didn’t want the stem too thin. I did the contour form-
ing with hammer and wooden punch into soft pitch.

This shows the copper (left) and shibuichi segments soldered into the gold. You can see that I 
came close to melting the shibuichi (bubbling). This is because it’s melting point is lower than the 
other metals and lower than I am used to dealing with. It held together though and I just filed and 
polished the bubbles away.



I soldered the copper piece first as it was the biggest. In sequential soldering you try to do the pieces 
that require the most heat (temperature and area), first. This translates to less likelihood of messing 
up a previous solder. I soldered the copper piece in before I sawed out the space for the shibuichi 
segment. I didn’t want to do them at the same time as it’s too much to keep your eyes on. 

A couple of things to notice. I purposefully didn’t flow the solder to fully fill the joints, because I 
wanted to chase (forge) the copper and shibuichi tight against the gold with as little solder between 
as possible. This is because even though it’s gold solder, you would still see a color difference in 
the finished piece. In this photo you can see where I’ve chased the copper against the gold (punch 
marks). In the photo above of the finished piece, you can see a few little areas where the gold sol-
der shows at the top of the copper.

This photo shows a chisel cutting relief away from the veins. You can see above the chisel a reflec-
tive area that’s been cut away.

I use a power assisted hammer-handpiece called GraverMax made by GRS. It basically powers the 
chisel through the metal with air impulses through a handpiece in which the graver is chucked. At 
some point I want to do a tutorial on the use of this type of tool. Everything in time.



This photo shows all the carving finished and most of the texturing done with the punch as shown.  
Still have to carve the stem, polish and patinate.

I’m also posting a photo of the device I use to hold work of this type. It’s a pitch bowl (GRS) held 
in an engraver’s ball (also GRS). The pitch softens under low heat and then hardens to hold the 
work securely.

Well, here is the pitchbowl.  By the way, you can see Don and our friend Gene McLean behind the 
pitchbowl in the photo above.



After all the carving and chasing are done, the next step is the final polish then the patination.  I use 
a traditional Japanese technique with a horsehair brush (migaki bake) and powdered abrasive (800 
grit silicon carbide) for the polish. Traditionally the Japanese would have used charcoal powder, 
with the brush, but the sc works well for this grade of finish and is a lot less messy. (Don’t breath 
the powder!)

The powder is mixed with water to make a slurry which is charged into the brush. The brush with 
slurry is run over the piece in tight circles in a shallow container. In this photo I am working on a 
different piece, but the technique is the same.


